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Abstract
It has been argued that some categories are privileged
in that the correlational slructure of features in the
environment creates natural chunks that are
compelling to learners. If so, then differences in goals
should not affect the organization and use of such so-
called privileged categories. This paper reports
research where the amount and type of expertise is
varied for the same domain. Goals exert a major
effect on category organization as well as on
category-based induction. Even for the case where
some categories seemed to be relatively privileged,
the basis for this privilege may derive from linguistic
cues rather than strictly empirical strucUwe.

Introduction
What are the fundamental principles of category
orga~iT~tlon and why are some categories more coherent,
easy to learn, and useful than other categories? These
issues continue to be central to our understanding of
concepts and conceptual behavior. In the present paper we
focus on two broad questions: 1. How do similarity and
theory structure categories? and 2. What makes some
categories privileged relative to others? We begin by
placing our work in the context of earlier research, next
describe some new psychological experiments, and then
bring out the implications of our findings for siwilarity
theories and notions of privilege.

A. Similarity versus Theory. Questions about the
respective roles of similarity versus theory or explanation
serve to organize much of the ongoing work on
categorization (Komatsu, 1992; Medin and Heit, in press;
Murphy, 1991, 1993a, b; Smith and Helse, 1992 for
reviews and Burns, 1992; Fisher, Pazzani, and Langley,
1991; VanMechelen, Hampton, Michalski, and Theuns,
1993; Nakmnura, Taraban, and Merlin, 1993 for relevant
edited volumes). To make similarity meaningful, there
must be constraints on what features or aspects enter into a
comparison and the weights assigned to them. We are
seeing both more sophisticated models of similarity and
models of categorization capable of addressing the flexible
and dynamic aspects of similarity (e.g. Anderson, 1991;
Barsalon, 1991, 1992, 1993; Biliman, 1992; Clapper and
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Bower, 1994; Estes, 1994; Gentoer and Markman, 1994;
Medin, Goldstone, and Gcomer, 1993; Myers, Lohnmeller,
and Well, 1994; Nosofsky, Gluck, Palmeri, McJCinley, and
Glanthler, 1994).

Meanwhile, there has been corresponding progress in
understanding the role of knowledge and theories in
orgavizing concepts (Gelman and Welim~n~ 1991; Kefl,
1989; Malt, 1995; Michalski, 1989; Murphy, 1993a,b;
Pazzani, 1991; Rips and Collins, 1993; Waldman and
Holyoak, 1992; Walker, 1992, and edited volumes by
Hirschfeld and C-eiman, 1994; Michalski and Tecuci,
1994). Although one might view knowledge-driven
learning as an alternative to similarity-based approaches,
the scholarly consensus has been in the direction of models
which combine similarity-based and explanation-hased
eategorization (to give but a few examples, see Biliman
and Knutson, 1996; Choi, McDaniel, and Busemeyer,
1993; F’tsher, pszzani, and Langley, 1991; Fisher, and Yon,
1993; Heit, 1993, in press; Mooncy, 1993; Wisniewski
and Medin, 1994, a,b).

Although empirical work on similarity-based and
knowledge-driven learning has not restricted itself to
artificial materials (e.g. Brooks, Norman, and Allen, 1991)
neither has it made systematic contact with the kinds of
categories associated with theories which emphasize
domain-specific categorization principles (e.g. Hirschfeld
and Gehnan, 1994). The focus of the present project is on
one such domain, biological categorization. We shall not
argue that categorization processes are necessarily domain-
specific, but rather we focus on the point that there are a
number of research issues that become mote coherent
when analyzed within the context of particnlar dom~tin~.
Biological reasoning is of particular interest because, in
this domain, theorists have laid out distinct positions on the
role of mind and world in categorization. Furthermore, the
domain of biological kinds seems particularly attractive
from the perspective of similarity-based categorization --
smely our perceptttal system is an adaptation to the natural
world and if similarity models are going to succeed
anywhere, it should be here.

B. Mind and world. It is straightforward to discern
points on an und~lying dimension that represents the
extent to which goals and belief systems versus world
structure are said to influence orgAniT~tion and reasoning
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with biological categories. At one end of the continuum
are those who view laxoncmies as direct reflections of the
structure of the natural world. This view is associated
primm’kly, but not exclusively, with anthropology. On thll
account folkbiological catngories are essentially given by
enmunters with the environment and vi~,mUy "crying out
to be n~med" (Berlin, 1992). The idea is that people are
innately prepared by their perceptual apparatus to form
categories and little conceptual effort is needed to produce
foikbiological classification because in Bostef’s (1991)
terms, "the source of stmoture in biological similarity
judgments is in the world, not in the brain."

A diametrically opposite position is that goals and
beliefs determine categori~mfion mid reasoning. ~ view
argues that empirical observations underdetennine
categories and that the very notion of similarity iS thfA]gy-
laden (Murphy and Media, 1985; Ellen, 1993). In the
words of Gelman and Coley (1991), "to calculate
similarity, it is necessary to have a theory of which features
are iml~rtunt and how they should be weighted." From
this perspective, one might expect differences in biological
categorization mad reasoning to the extent that associated
goals, theories, and belief systems differ.

Although the above two views represent end points on a
continuum, they may not be so different as first appears.
To begin with, advocates of the "sUucmre in the world"
position would concede that structure is relative to a
perceptual (and conceptual) apparatus capable 
apprehending it. In the same vein, bnman goals, theories,
and interests may have univexsal components that are not
readily separated frem world structure. For example,
Anderson’s (1990) rational model of categorization 
premised on a (univenul) goal of understanding the w~Id
and ranking ~O~ about it. Cmals and themies must
make contact with the world and do not have the luxury of
ignoring slrucmre.

In the research motivating the present paper, goals and
interests are varied by virtue of the occupational demands
and activities associated with different types of expertise
for u common biological categot7, trees. Our experts
include taxonomists, landscapers, and parks personnel.
Before describing these differences in greater detail, we
turn to another dimension relevant to *he contributions of
mind and world to categories, hierarchi~ level.

C. The basic level and other privileged categories.
Another perspective on the integration of similarity ai~
theory is the view mat their relative contributions va~ as a
function of types or levels of categmqzation. For example,
in a now classic paper Rosch, Mervis, and their associates
(Rosch, Mervis, Gray, Jolmson, and Boyes-Braem, 1976)
argned that "in the real world information-rich bundles of
perceptual and functional attributes occur that form natural
discontinuities and that bask~ cuts in categorization are
made at these discontinuities" (p. 385). That is, the
correlational structure of features of entities in the
environment creates natural clusters or
categories which play a central role in many cognitive
processes associated with categorization. Basic level

categories such as Chair. ~ and ~ my be
contrasted with more general supe~ catngories

~ and Animal~ and more specific
subordinate concepts (e.g. 
Labrador retrlev~rL Rosch et al (1976) evaluated 
umber of Criteria associated with category use and they
showed a remadmble convergence on the basic level of
categorization. Basic level categories are the most
inclusive categories that 1 possess numerous common
attributes 2 people interact with using similar motor
progrnml 3 have sim|l~ shapes and 4 can be identified
from averaged shapes of members of the class.
Ftmhennore, basic level categories are preferred in adult
naming, first learned by children, and most easily
identified (relative to subordinate and superordinate
categmies). It is as ff basic level categories are out in the
environment waiting for people to ~ them.

Although researchers have not tended to employ the
variety of converging measures educed by Rosch, the basic
level superiority has proven to be quite robust (e.g. see
Lassaline, Wlsniewski, and Medin, 1992 for a review).
There is however, at least one serious puzzle, a puzzle thnt
has recently motivated a signifleant portion of our
research. Rosch et at (1976) made initial guesses about
which level in a hierarchy would prove to be basic and
these guesses were generally correct. For biological
taxonomies, however, the initial guesses were based on
anthropological observations (Berlin, Breedlove, and
Raven, 1966, 1973) and in each case these guesses mined
out m be wrong. For example, instead of Oak, ~.t. and

being basi~ ]~f. Fish. md Bird met the Rosch et al
criteria. The puzzle concerns why the anthrepeiogical and
psychological eriteda did not converge. Berlin (1992)
argues that there is one level of categm~zation of plants
and a~tmal tim, is especially salient but be believes that
this Ixdvileged level corresponds to the genus level in
scientific taxonomy (e.g. Oak). The level that Resch et 
found to be basic ~ to a much higher level in a
selentific taxonomy, CI~tss or evon ~ Why the
difference?

1. Expertise? One way of remnclling Rosch with Berlin
is to suggest that the basic level changes with expertise
(Rosch et al., 1976 discussed this possibility; see also
Mervis, 1987). People living in urban, high technology
settings my be relative novices with respect to living
kinds. Surprisingly, there has been only a handful of
studies of expertise and categorization (Chi, 1983; Chi,
Hutchinson, and Robin, 1989; Chi, Feltovich, and Glaser,
1981; Gobbo and Chi, 1986; Johnson and Mervis, 1994;
see also Honeck, Firment, and Case, 1987) and even less
work on changes in the basic level with expertise (Tanaka
and Taylor, 1991; Johnson, 1992; Mervis, Joh~qon, and
Scott, 1993; Palmer, Jones, Hennessy, Unze, and Dick,
1989). These latter studies reveal changes in naming
practices and feature listings with expenrtise as well as seine
evidence that.subordinate level categorization may come to
be as rapid as basic level categorization.
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2. Multiple privileged levels? A complementary
hypothesis derives from the original Berlin et al
folkbiological data (see also Berlin, 1992). Berlin
suggested that five or even six levels of taxonomic
smlctme were privileged in the sense of being stable across
cultures: 1 unique beginner (plants versus ~mimals), 2 life
form (e.g. tree, grass, bush, bird, fish), ~ intermediate (e.g.
hooved mantmals), 4 folk-generic (usually corresponding
to genus), 5 folk-specific (corresponding to species), and 
varietal (e.g. kinds of corn). Not all of these levels are
equally salient. For example, intermediates are less
common and the folk-specific and varietal levels are much
more likely to be seen in agricultural societies than in
foraging cultures. Berlin’s analysis raises the possibility
that there may be multiple privileged levels in a taxonomic
hierarchy. Note that the biological category level that
Rosch et al (1976) argued was basic (e.g. bird, fish)
conesponcls to Berlin’s life form level (see also Mahdi,,
Bauer, and McDonough, 1991). It is possible that both the
life form and folk-generic levels are psychologically
salient but that the subjects tested by Rosch et al were
unfamiliar with the particular genera used. The bird
watchers studied by Tanaka and Taylor (1991) would have
had the requisite experience and their rapid subordinate
level categorization is consistent with the folk-geueric
level being salient (for their dog experts, the subordinate
level would correspond to folk-specific or varietal).

Figure 1 shows one way of conceptuali-.ing multiple
privileged levels of categorization. There are many
candidate metrics for ease of categorization (e.g. Cotter
and Gluck, 1992; Jones, 1983; Murphy, 1982) but suplane,
for illustrative proposes, that categories are salient if the
ratio of within category similarity to between category
similarity excee£1s some criterion. Then (A,B) would be
salient because of high within category similarity,
(A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H) salient because of low between
category similarity, and (A,B,C,D) would be salient for
intelmediate reasons. Crhix analysis assumes that gimil~ty
is fixed; it is certainly possible that experience and
expertise leads to increased sensitivity or sensitivity to new
features or dimensions). All three categories should be
more Salient than the category (A,B,C,D,E,F).

3. Comparability of measures? Rosch et al (1976)
pinpointed the basic level with a range of converging
measures not seen before or since. Therefore, apparent
cross-cultural differences or changes with expertise may
reflect changes in some measures but not others. The
pattern of convergences and divergences as a function of
knowledge may prove to be particularly informative with
respect to categorization theories.

D. Goal and theories. Of course, interest in expertise
goes considerably beyond possible changes within the
basic level. Knowledge and expertise may lead to changes
not just in category salience but also in category
orgnniT~tion and reasoning with categories (Boster and
Johnson, 1989; Carey, 1985; Carey and Spelke, 1994;
Johnson, Mervis, and Boster, 1992; Kell, 1994). There is
at least suggestive evidence that goals and functions
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associated with expertise may influence category
organization. For example, Boster and Johnson (1989)
found that expert fishermen judged sil~ilarities among fish
on both functional and morphological criteria, while
novices used morphological criteria alone. As a result,
novice judgments corresponded better to scientific
taxonomy than the judgments of experts. Experts were
also more variable in their judgments, raising the
possibility that they had multiple classification schemes.
Boster and Johnson (1989) did not look at hierarchical
levels. One implication of the basic level (as given by the
environment) perspective is that functions and theories
may influence categorization more at the superordinate and
subofdinam level than at the basic level.
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E. Overview of present research Recently, we have
been analyzing levels of categorization, category
organization, and categozy-based reasoning as a function
of expertise. In one main project, we have been assessing
the categorization of and reasoning about trees by
taxonomists, landscapers, and padQ personnel. As may be
obvious from these occupations, a shared ability to i~
trees may be coupled with distinctly different goals and
interests. Parks personnel spend considerable time
planting new trees and culling and pruning diseased,
damaged and aging trees. Landscapers focus on acsttmic
functions and arc only secondarily concerned with
maintenance. Taxonomists arc involved in a variety of
actions ranging from systematics to education and
consulting. A key question is the cxtcnt to which these
subgroups differ in their conceptual beimvior. Finally, we
include oue cress-cultural measure of basicncss, comparing
Northwestern University undcrgraduatcs with a Maya
Indian group in Guatemala. In addition to a host of other
diffcrcnccs, the Maya arc cxpcrt folkbiologists, cspccially
in comparison with undergraduates.
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Studies of Biological categorization and

Reasoning

Our prinu~y ~im is tO exRminc category organization as a
function of knowledge and type of expertise. How do
different goals, theories, and functions affect category
organization and do they affect all levels of a taxonomic
hietm~y or are some levels (e.g. the basic level) immul~
frem such factors?

A Expert so,in8. In the fast experiment, we examine
the groupings of tree species, and explanations f~ those
groupings, provided by three types of tree experts. Are
there differences in spontaneously generated taxonomies?
If there are systematic diffe~mces, the precise nature of
them might specify the ways in which bnnmn interests and
goals impact folkbiological taxonomic systems. There are
several distinct theoretical positions with respect to
differences in categorization as a function of type of
expertise. We distinguish four.

1. Predictions concerning expertise. One possibility is
that, so to speak, all roads lead to Rome--differing goals
and concerns may not penetrate the compelling
spontaneous categorization that biological kinds afford.
But one does not have to be a slrncture-in-the-world
theorist to anticipate the absence of group differences.
Goals and associated differences in patterns of interaction
may not affect biological classification because experts
interact with biological kinds in so many different ways
that a general purpose organizational scheme has the
greatest utility. In either case we would expect a high
correspondence between folk and scientific taxonomy,
justifications that are uniform and predominantly
taxonomic, mid similarly structured taxonomic hierarchies
ac~ss groups.

Alternatively it may be that goals and activities do affect
biological classification but that their influence on
categorization is difficult to detect because biological
objects have highly correlated features. To the extent that
features are correlated within categories, it will increase
the likelihood that classifiers with different orientations
will create file same categories for different reasons. For
exnmple, perhaps feathers are important to Bob because he
uses feathers to make pillows. Bob has. a category of all
the objects that he can use to procure feathers.
Alteroatively, perhaps wings me important to Jane because
she studies flight of vertebrates. Thus Jane has the
category "winged vertebrates." Bob and Jane have almost
identical categories, but their rationale for. placing the
objects into these categories diffegs drmn~ticaUy. In short,
similar categories in terms of content may mask
differences in the features relevant to those categories in
the minds of the categorizers (see also Boster 
D’Andrade, 1989).

Of course there is also psychological research that
would, by extension, support more substantial differences
as a function of type of expertise. Different goals,

activities, and knowledge my well lead to distinct
hiemr~cal strucmres--fundsmentally different ways of
organizing natare. Tuis possibility ~zresents the strongest
and most pervasive way in which h,man goals might shape
folkbiological taxonomy. This leads to two further
possibilities.

Models of categoriTAt|on allow for selecting weighting
of features or dimensions (e.g. Medin and Sclmffef, 1978;
Nosofsky, 1992; and see Wisnlewski and Medin; 1994 for
rite more radical possibility thnt theofi_es may influence the
construction and constmal of features). Distinct types of
ex~ may lead to different pettems of attention to and
weighting cf morphological Wcpenies of trees. One could
think of these diffmonces as yielding a variable stretching
and shrinking of dimensions of some multidimensional
simiUtrity spg~ (e.g. Boster and D’Andrade, 1989;
Nosofsky, 1992). On this account the same general
similarity space would describe all experts and any
differences might be attributed to variable weighting of a
set of cammon dimensions. For example, taxonomists
may diffe~r from landscape and l~rks mainte~nan~ ~’oup8
in giving extra weight to features associated with
reproduction. If differences in the weighting of
dimensions were strong enough to ovmceme the influence
of correlated dimensions, one might observe group
differences in sorting as well as differences in the
justifications.

The fmal position we shall examine is motivated by
Barsalon’s mmlyses of ad hoc or goal-derived categories
(Barsalou, 1982, 1983, 1985, 1991). He argues that
categories con~ in the sm’vice of goals (e.g. things to
take on a camping trip) violate the correl~onal semclure
of the environment. In addition, be contrasts context-
independent Woperties of concepts (e.g. basketballs are
round) and context-dependent prope~es (baxketbslls
float) and notes that goals often .serve to activate context-
dependent properties. Especially important for our
purposes, Barsalou suggests that frequently used goal-
derived categories may develop well-established category
representations much like those of common taxonomic
categories (see Barsalon and Ross, 1986).

Barsalon’s analysis suggests that extensive use of gonl-
derived categories may lead to the following patterns of
sponm~.~us smeng: I the ~lxmdeace between smeng
and scientific taxonomic distance should be low, 2 the
justifications for. smtings should be utilitarian Oinked to
gcals), ~ the. folk mxonmnk slrucum~ may look mc~ like 
series of goal-relevant eross-cuts th~n a true h/erafchical
taxonomy. Finally, :goals do not necessarily partition the
full set of entities in a demaln. This raises the po~sibility
that sorting may reflect a mixture of goal-derived and
taxoncmk categoric.

job.descriptions of our d~ree sets of experts suggest
that.laadscape personnel are most Hkely to frequently use
goal-derived categories. Because much of their work
involves placing the right tree in the apwowiate context,
utilitarian functions (providing shade, aesthetic qnalif~s,
etc.) are sellent to landscapers. On the otherhan& tbe day
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to day activities of parks maintenance personnel involve
caring for an existing population of trees, rather *~n using
trees to achieve particular goals. Finally, we assume that
the taxononxists will use scientific, rather than goal-derived
categories because most of them frequently use the
scientific taxonomy in their work.

In summary, there are theoretical motivations to expect
anything fnan no effect of type of expertise on sorting to a
radical restructuring in the service of goals. The
justifications for sorts provide data bearing on the idea that
the same categories may be created for different reasons.
The degree to which expeN groups differ in their clustering
of tree species should indicate the degree to which human
goals and interests infinence folk~ological classification.

2. Results. Space does not permit a full analysis of the
procedures and results (see Media, Lynch, Coiey, and
Atran, in press for details) and we are limited to a
summary. Participants were asked to son 48 tree names
into as many categories they wished to create cinste~ that
go together "by nature." In addition the experts were asked
to justify or describe the basis for each category. This
procedure was repeated to successively lump or split
categories to produce a hierarchical taxonomy (the results
would be essentially the same if we only considered the
initial sorting.

The sorting of the taxonomist group provides a useful
comparative standard. Individual taxonomies were
combined to produce a consensual taxonomy (again for
procedural details and mathematical justification, see
Medin et al., in press). For r~nk~ ranging from genus to
family up tO division, as taxonomic digtance increased,
mean distance in their consensual clustering increased.
Farthermore, the taxonomlgt’s sorting never broke up the
genus level. Finally, justifications wee almost exclusively
in terms of taxonomy and nmr~ology.

The Parks personnel were similar in certain key respects
to the taxonomists. Sorting and justifications were
primarily in terms of taxonomic and morphological
woperties. The correlation between scientific taxonomic
distance and folk distance was lower, in part because in
several cases the mmphological properties used in sorting
are not necessarily properties given high weight in
scientific taxonomy. For example, consensual categories
based on type of fruit or nut partially crosscut scientific
taxonomy. In general, the greatest correspondence with
scientific laxonmny was observed at the genus and family
levels. ~ parks group also differs from the taxonomist
group in its inclusion of a clear utilitarian category, weed
trees (fast-growing weak-wooded trees that create
~inteaanee problems).

Where does the parks group fall with respect to the
question of whether the genus level is privileged in
sorting? The picture is mixed but perhaps the best
summary statement is that genus is relatively but not
absolutely privileged. It is relatively privileged in that the
genus level was more likely to be preserved and less likely
to be broken up than the family level. In addition, there
was a much larger jump in folk distance between the genus

level and the family level than between the family level
and higher taxonomic ranks. But genus is not absolutely
privileged. Even in the most favmable condition where
folk terms and science converge on the genus level, the
sorting revealed a corresponding category only about half
the time.

"Fne pattern of sorting and justifgation for the
group showed the largest influence of utilitarian factors
and the largest departure from scientific taxonomy. The
correlation of landscapers’ folk distance with scientific
distance was low and genus-level categories were broken
up over half the time. The greatest correspondence
between scientific and folk taxonomy appeared to be at the
family level though even here it was not strong. The
justifications of landscape group members also reflect
utilitarian conceras. Weed statns, landscape utility, size,
and aesthetic value were mentioned more frequently as
justifications than morphological properties. It is hard to
escape the impression that the landscape sorting is a
utilitarian structure imposed on nature rather than a
reflection oil categories salient in the environment.

Overall, the sorting and justification l~file for the
landscape group corresponds remarkably well with
Barsaion’s (1983) analysis of goal-derived categories. The
sortings crosscut the correlational structure of the
environment (as embodied in scientific taxonomy) were
justified in terms of multiple utilitarian factors, and created
a hierarchy based on combinations of goal-relevant factors.
The modest agreement with science and with the ocher two
groups of experts appears to derive from a combination of
goals incompletely partitioning the set of trees and a
convergence of morphological and utilitarian criteria on
the same categories. Apparently years of experience lead
the goal-derived categories of landscape workers to
become well-established in memory. The next experiment
addresses the question of whether these categories are also
used in reusoning.

Taken together, these comparisons among
reveal specific group commonalities and differences.
Although there were some clusters of trees that either are
similar J~l]OUgh, or convergent enough across goals to be
put together regardless of type of expertise, group
differences staad out as salient. Most strikingly, what were
organized as taxonomic categories by parks and
taxonomist groups appeared as goal-derived categories for
the landscape group. This does not show that this is the
only organization available for the landscape group 0t
surely is no0 but it underlines the accessibility of a
utilitarian organh,~Cion. It remains to be seen whether the
nontaxonomic bases for categorization carry over into
other conceptual m~k~.

B Category-Based Reasoning.
1. Rationale. The second experiment provides a

potentially converging measure of category or oaniT~fian in
the from of a categmy-based reasoning task (Rips, 1975).
In this experiment, we examine competing bases for
extending novel properties from one tree species to
another. Experts are told that a tree has some novel
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property and then asked which of two alternative trees is
most likely to have that pmpeay. Alteruafives vary in their
scientific (and folk) distance from the target. The question
of interest is the degree to which different kinds of
categories promote inferences about physiological
properties. For example, we might say that a new disease
has been discovered that Boxelders can get and ask
whether it is more likely that a Sugar Maple or a
Cottonwood can also get the disease. The Boxelder is a
maple (its other common name is Ashleaf Maple) and,
therefcce, a taxonomically motivated answer would be
Sugar Maple. Boxelders and Cottonwoods are both
frequently nominated as garbage trees so a functionally
motivated answer would be Cottonwood. AlternAtively, if
such categories only represent a few relevant shared
features but fail to capture important underlying
.similarities, they might not promote inferences as well as
schmtific categories do; i.e., the expert might still prefer to
draw an inference from Boxeider to Sugar maple.

We used three distinct types of so-called "blank"
properties (a novel disea~, novel physiological property of
novel property associated with cress-fertilization), to see if
different kinds of properties evoked different forms of
category organization. If results converge with those of
Experiment 1, taxonomists’ responses should closely
follow scientific relations, whereas those of landscape and
parks pefsounel should not necessarily do so.

2. Results. Again, taxonomists provide a standard that
can be contrasted with the other groups. Taxonomists pick
the taxonomically (and presumably moqlhologically) more
g|mil~" tree over the a]b~[Itgtivc more than 90 percent of the
time. Landscapers agree more with scientific taxonomy
Chart with their own ¢A~usensugl SOfling (83 perc~t versus
63 percent) whereas parks workers show the opposite
pattern (87 percent agreement with their consensuai sorting
versus 77 percent agreement with taxonomy). At a finer
level of ~alysis, landscapers pick the taxonomic choice 93
percent of the time when the standard and the taxonomic
alternative are of the same genus. At levels above the
genus the taxonomic alternative is picked only 54 percent
of the time. When taxonomy and comeusanl sorting are in
agreement at higher levels (for Landscapers) that
alternative is selected 88 percent of the time. Overall, our
observations suggest that the genus level is privileged .in
the reasoning of landscapers.

It is harder to separate scientific from folk taxonomy fof
the parks personnel but, relative to landscapers, they show
a smaller influence of shared genus. Fof example, on the
triad where Boxelder is the base and the alternatives are
Cottonwood and Sugar Maple, parks personnel
consistently select Cottonwood (a fellow garbage tree)
rather than Sugar Maple (a fellow maple). It does seem
that the parks subgroup privileges the genus level when it
is marked in language (an observation consistent with this
is that a number of parks participants grouped the
American Mountain Ash with the Green Ash and White
Ash in sorting, even though the American Mountain Ash
belongs to a different family and order taxonomically). In

sho~ the folk genetic level may be privileged for parks
personnel but the reason fof this may have as much to do
with langeage as with pmcqmml salience.

For both the parks and taxonvmist subgroups one could
say that the same category ofgapi~tion revealed by sorting
carries over into reasoning. For the laxonmnists this is
essen~ally equivalent to scientific taxonomy. Some of
their justifications were in terms of known patterns of
disease but these are highly correlated with taxonomic
distance. For the parks subgroup, the taxonomy guiding
reasoning appears to be their.couseusual folk taxonomy.
When folk and scientific taxonomy made different
predictions, they were more likely than landscaper
personnel to reason in accofd with their own conseusual
taxonomy. When folk and scientific taxonomy conflicted
and theselenfific xe]~on was above rite genus level, parks
subgroup responses were consistent with conseusual folk
taxonomy as a basis for inferences. The cofrelation of
morphological characters with utilitmian function makes it
difficult to pinpoint the exact basis for reasoning but the
data strongly suggest that at least weed status, and ped~
landscape utility, influenced choices.

in shmp conuust to the other two groups, the ~
subgroup used a reasoning strategy that departed
substanfi~Uy from their conseusual setting. In sorting,
landscapers wm’e most likely to cross-classify genus-level
groups of frees; in reasoning, they almost never drew
inferences on the basis of folk categories when the
scientific choice was at the genus level. As mentioned
above, when folk and scientific distance conflicted,
landscapers were mete likely than the parks subgroup to
base inferences on science. We hasten to point out that the
landscape reasoning data agreed more with parks
consenstml sorting than with either their own conseusual
sorting or with science (though in the latter case the
differences were small). The fact that parks subgroup
sorting and science predicted the landscape subgroup
reasoning about equally well makes the basis fof landscape
reasoning ambiguous. Folk nomenclalm-e had no ndiabie
effect on patterns of reasoning for landscapem. The
landscape folk categories ~ and ~ had some
effect on landscape~s’ reasoning, bet only at levels above
the genus.

Overall, results support the claim that genus-level
categories are inductively privileged. Fcf the landscape
subgroup this privilege appears fof scientific genera
regardless of whether folktenninology marks it; for the
parks subgroup, privilege extends most clearly to
folkgenerics mm’ked by cmnmon terms. It t~ma~n~ to be
seen whethe~ this difference can be explained in tams of
amount of formal education. The next experiment extends
our a’,mlysis of rank and privilege to other populations.
C. ~ basic level and Inductive strength: Experiment 3.

1. Rationale. One imnmlunt function of categofies is to
promote inferences; if we know a property is true of
members of a given categofy, we can make an educated
guess as to whether that property is Irue of other related
categOdes. This inductive pot~tiai should he maxinlized
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at the privileged level of taxonomy. Maximizing induction
potential as a single criterion would dictate the most
specific categories in that any property flue of higher level
categories must be true of subordinate categories.
Whatever is true of all fi~h will be true of all ~ and all

On the other hand, people encounter more
fk~h than trout and more trout than rainbow trout and
induction poteeOAi may trade off number inferred
l~opmies and confidence in inductions with frequency. In
the limiting case of specificity one would not generaliTe
beyond an individual case. The need to draw inferences
8Jid make predictions in the face of imcet~inty, however,
may pick an intermediate level of categorization as
lnaximiTJng the tradeoff between fl"equency and acciKacy.

In all of the Rosch et al experiments, the logic of
looming the basle level was the same; the basic level was
the level above which much information was lost, and
below which little information was gained. For instance,
in a feature-listing task, subjects listed a mean of 3
cowanon features for the superordinate category fliIllill~,
a mean of 9 features for basic level furniture categories
(e.g., ~ and aa avenge of 10.3 fmUtres for suhonlinate
furniture categories (e.g., ~. There was a large
gain in information when going from the superordinate to
the basic level (6 new common featmes me added, in this
example), and only a slight gain going from the basic to
the subordinate (1.3 features). The third experiment
extends this logic to inductive reasoning; inductive
inferences to a privileged category should he significandy
stronger than inferences to mine general categories and not
significantly weaker than inferences to more specific
categories. If ~ (as opposed to ~ or
fumit~) is the basic level, then inferences about tables
should he roughly as strong as inferences about kitchen
tables, and much stronger than inferences about famine.
Inductive strength should show a ~h_a~rp drop as one moves
above the basic level.

2. Design. Recall that anthropologists studying
Iraditioual cultures find that the folk-generic level (e.g.,

trout, l]Bk) is privileged; psychologists, studying
mostly urbanized popnlAtions, find that the "basic" level
for living things maps onto the rank of life-form (e.g., hinl,
f~h, nee). To help shed light on this puzzle, we undertook
a series of studies using category-based induction to
investigate privileged taxonomic levels. As in the second
experiment participants were told that an unfamiliar
property was true of all members of a category, but then
were asked how likely it was to he tree of the members of
a more general category. Using Rosch’s logic for
0!_%euosing the basic level, inferences to a privileged level
should be judged more likely than those to more general
levels, and no less likely thnn those to mine specific levels.
If Berlin is correct about the primacy of folk-generic
categories, this pattern should center on taxa of the folk-
generic rank~ Specifically, we would expect inferences to
folk-generic taxa to he relatively stroug, inferences to tara
of lower crater only marginally stronger, a~l inferences to
taxa of higher rank to be relatively weak. That is, there
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should be a breakpoint or elbow hetwem the folk-generic
level and higher levels.

The research participants in this study were both
Northwestern University undergraduates and Maya from
the Peten region of G,mtem~lA ( see Coley, Me.din, and
Auan, submitted, for details). If expe~ise of contact with
a rich natural world is the critical fuctof in induction, then
undergraduates may privilege the life-form level and Maya
the folkgeneric level in induction.

3. Results and Discussion. Overall, inferences to folk-
generic categories were consistently stronger than
inferences to mote general categories, and no weaker thm~
inferences to more specific categories (for details, see
Coley, et al., submitted). This result held for both the
undergraduate and Maya populations. The gain in
inductive strength was greatest moving from life-from to
folk-generic categories, suggesting that folk-generic
categories are psychologically "basic" with respect to
induction. For American students, this result is surprising
because Rosch’s work suggests that "basic object
categories" for living things fall at a more general level.

Our results leave us with the two questions about the
relations between folkbiological taxonomy and induction.
First, why did the privileged level for Americans with
respect to induction fail to correspond to Rosch’s "basic"
level7 Second, why were categories at the same level of
specificity inductively privileged for both Americans, with
tittle fn, st-hand experience of the natm~ world, and Maya,
who have a great deal?

One possible account for the discrepancy between
results of the present experiments and these of Rosch et al.
is to propose different functions for within- and hetwcen-
eategory simii~rity in the sets of tasks. On this account,
proposed by many researchers sknce Rosch et al. (see
Las,~Une et al., 1992, for a review), the inductive suenglh
of a category is driven by within-category ~imil~rity ak~e,
whereas status as a "basic object category" results from
maximum within-category similarity relative to between-
¢~egory similarity. For example, ~ might be privileged
for induction over ~ because people perceive all m3et to
be more Alike--alKI therefore likely to share properties--
than all fi~; i.e., within-category similarity is higher for
Irout than ~]~l. In contrast, ~ rather th.qn ~ might be
diagnosed as a "basic level category" because although all
trout are a lot alike, they are also fairly ~|mil~ to other
fish. All fish are somewhat similm’-less so than front--but
are veoy different from other animals. So, f~ is "basic"
because the la~ of within-categmy simnnrity to betweea-
category similm’ity is higher for fish than for IB~g. On this
account, life-form categories (e.g., ~ gl~ may be
privileged on Roschian tasks because they maximize
within-category similarity relative to between-category
similarity, and folk-generic categories (e.g., ~ ~ek)
may be privileged in induction because they mn, imiT~
within-category similarity alone.

Figure 2a illusWates one way in which, on this account,
the inductively privileged level and the "basic" level need
not coincide. In Figure 2a, the largest drop in within-
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category similarity occurs betweea the folk-generic and the
life-form level, predicting an inductive advantage for folk-
generic categories. However, the eriteriou fur basic level
statns--within-category similarity relative to between-
category similmity--is maximized at the life-form level (as
indicated in Figure2a by the distance between the two
lines)..Thus, it is possible to conjecture Izmems of within-
and between-category slmilnrity that yield folk-generic
categories privileged for induction but life-from categories
Inivileged for pereeptual tasks.

Unfurtunately, this account fails when (me conside~ our
results, and logical constraints on the relation between
within- and between-category similarity. F’m~, according
to the pure similarity ao~olmt, inductive strength should
reflect within-category similarity only. We consistently
found that the most pronounced dropoff in inductive
strength was between the fOlk-generic and life-form level
This suggests that the largest drop in within-category
similarity also occurs between the folk-geneflo and life-
form level. Second, within-category similarity at a given
level is logically equivalent to between-categm~ similarity
at the immediately subordinate level. For instance, a
judgment of ~ slmilm’ity for a lifo-furm (e.g.,
how similar are all ~ is equivalent to aggregated
judgments of l~,~gg~f0/~l~ ~timilnrity for foJk-gelle~c

su~ of that life-from (e.g., how simnar is trout to
~ to ~ etc.). Therefore, the major

breakpdints in within- and between-category similarity
cannot ~ occur between the font-generic and life-form
levels, as required in Figure 2a. On the contrary, within-
category similarity at the life-from level Eliat correspond
to between-category similarity at the folk-generic level.
To suppose otherwise would literully require two different
answers to izecisely the stone question.

Figure 2b is a revision of Figure 2a based on these
observations. In aecordmu~ with (1), ratings of inductive
suength collapsed across studies are substituted in 21) for
the hypothetical within-category similarity ratings in 2a.

af~3rdsnce with (2), betweGi-ca~gory ~imilm’ity at each
level in Figure 2b is estimated by projecting the
approximations of within-category similarity (i.e.,
aggregate ratings of inductive suength) to the immediately
subordinate level. As Figure 2b indicates, if the m~or
break in within-category similarity occurs between the
folk-generic and lif~fmm levels, then the ratio of within-
to between-category 8ixnilarity is maximized at the folk-
generic level as well. If these observations are conect, it is
impossibleto simultaneously observe (I) the largest drop
in within-category ~imilnrity between folk-genetic and life-
form categories, and (2) the ratio of within- to between-
category similarity maximized at the life-form level.
Therefore, a purely similarity-based account such as
described above cannot explain both the present results
favoring the folk-generic level for induction and Rosch et
al.’s findings favoring the life-form level for
categorization.
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Although the shnilarity-based account cannot explain
the discrepancy, it could nevertheless be the case that
Roschlan tasks measuring the "basic level" and oar
induction task are tapping different competeucies. Rosch’s
results show that (I) the folk-generic level is not the lOCUS
of knowledge for arban Americans, and (2) the folk-
generic is not the most differentiated level perceptually for
Americans. In contrast to Rosch’s measures, ours are
neither perceptual nor knowledge-dependent. Rather, they
are linguistic and expectation-dependenL Rather than
havin8 partia’paats list features that they knew to be urue of
categories, we asked them to project properties chosen
expressly for the purpose of being nnlmown. Instead of
testing participants’ knowledge, we have tested their
expectations. Oar results show that despite lack of
knowledge and perceptual differentiation, Americans
expect that the folk-generic level is most useful for
inductive infe~nce.

Why would the most inductively useful level be differ
from the "basic" level as indicated by knowledge and
perception? Implicitly learning the logic of nomenclaturai
patterns of inclusion (a red oak is a kind of oak), and
explicitly learning inclusion relations of folk-generics
under life-forms (an oak is a kind of tree) may be enough
to set up a semblance of a folk-biological taxonomy and to
flag the folk-generic level despite little experience with
members of the categories. But even very limited
experience with a subset of biological kinds may be
sufficient to fix the locus at the folk-generic level. This
may be analogous to what Shipley (1993) refers to 
overhypothesis (see also Goodman, 1955). For example,
people may know that members of familiar folk-generics
are alike in predictable ways, and different from other
familiar folk-generics in predictable ways. This
knowledge may set up an assumption about novel kinds of
animals. For example, ff people are told about some
unfamiliar mammal, I~ auagga, they are likely to expect
that quaggas will differ from other mammmls and be
similar to each other in external appearance, in some
internal properties, and in a variety of other ways.

The American cortege students in oar study presumably
have little first-hand experience of or dependence on the
natural world, but they know that elmx~ maples and oaks
are kinds of urees, and expect (perhaps on the basis of
nomenclature alone) that red oaks are kinds of oaks, and
that nmthem red oaks are kinds of red onks. But they nmy
not even know enough to tell the difference between an
oak and an elm. There may be universally fixed ranks in
folkbiological classification (Berlin, 1992), and the folk-
generic level may carry with it the expectation of an
inherent physical nature, or underlying essence (Atran,
1987; Medin and Ortony, 1989). We propose that this
relatively sophisticated knowledge of nomenclataral
patterns in folkbiological taxonomy, coupled with an
expectation that (folk-genericT) categories have an essence,
would lead to oar observed results. Americans may know
mere features and perceptual affinities at the more abslract
level of free and fish. Nevertheless, they may expect the
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strongest clusters of ~ to cohere at the folk-generic
level

The second question raised by our findings is why we
found the same pattern among folkbiologically naive
Americans and folkbiologically sophisticated Maya? We
have argued that, for Americmm, linguistic cues may tscget
an expectation of essence at the folk-generic rank for
biological kinds despite lack of familiarity with the target.
In situations where folk are likely to be wed-ucquainted
with local living kinds, as in "traditional" societies like the
Maya, the weight of ethaobiological evidence argues that
perceptual cues converge on folk-generics as being
psychologically basic. In fact, the coincidence of domain-
general heuristics with domain- specific presumptions may
well represent the default case for human understanding of
living kinds under normal (evolutionarily-attuned)
environmental conditions. This speculafim remains to be
tested and it certainly is possible that people from
traditional societies will perform the same as
undergraduates on the uxm of perceptual tasks used by
Rosch and her associates. But on the other hand, there is
some evidence that the basic level may change with
expertise (Tanaka and Taylor, 1991) and people 
traditional societies may be experts relative to American
undergraduates.

Summary and Conclusions

To what degree do foikbiological conceptual systems
reflect universal patterns of feature covarlation in the
world, or universal habits of mind, and to what degree do
they reflect specific goals and needs of the categodzer? In
this paper we have fOCused on the questions of how
similarity and theory structare categories and the basis of
category privilege. Let’s fnst review diffmeaces associated
with type of expertise.

Differences in taxonomies. One diffemmce between the
groups was in the structure of and justifications for their
taxonomies, a difference that may reflect the different
purposes for which each group classifies trees.
Taxonomists basically rupmduced scientific taxonomy.
Parks subgroup taxonomies tended to be justified on the
basis of mmplmlogical mad sometimes utilitarian concerns
but overall correlated moderately well with science.
Finally, the landscapers’ used the widest variety of
justifications, including many conjunctive justifu:ations
("large native specimen trees"). These findings are
consistent with a "taxonomy" based on a number of semi-
independent utilitarian dimensions being imposed over the
set ¢ff uees.

Overall, parks experts can be characterized in teams of
heavy emphasis on mmphological properties seamlessly
integrated with moderate attention to goal-related
utili~ factors and reflecting an infinenee of common
names. The same featares, weighted diffe~ntly (e.g.,
parks personnel tend to weight features like wood strength
and leaf shape more heavily than taxoncmi.qs), appear to
drive the classification sysSems of both the taxonomist and
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parks subgroups. Likewise, both groups "stuck to their
(folk)taxonomic guns" in reasoning, drawing inferences
which, for the most part, agreed with their sortings. The
landscapers, in contrast, violated the cm~elational s~
of the stimulus set to such a degree that structure-bused
accounts would be severely strained. No stretching or
shrinking of a common space would transform their
consensual clustering to conform to that of eith~ of the
other two groups (save for the degenerate case of a set of
dimensions with zero weighting for various subgroups).
Barsalou’s analysis of goal-derived categories and his
conjecture that frequentiy used goal-derived categm’ies
may become well-established in long-term memory
(Barsalou, 1982, 1983, 1991), predicts the pattern 
landscape sorting in sulking detail.

Indeed, the mismatch of landscapers’ sorting and
reasoning data provides further support for the above
analysis. Assume that the landscapers’ consensual
taxonmny reflects gcul-derived, spedal-purimsecategmies
rather than general-purpose categories expected to
maximally capture similarities in the world. If so, there is
no reason to expect these goal-derived categories to
support inferences about any properties except those
related to the goals. The reproductive, disease, and
physiological properties used in Experiment 2 have little
relation to the functional, utilitarian goals that seemed to
chive the landscapers’ sortings from Experiment 1.
Therefore, landscapers sensiblyabundoued their salient but
inductively less useful (in this case, at leasO consensual
taxonomy in favor of a general-purpose taxuncmy (either
SCIeUce or an org~miT~tion ~’g that of the
workers).

In sum, the first experiment revealed an influence of
goals on the structuring of categories and no absolute
privilege to the genus level. The second experiment was
more supportive of the genus level as privileged but, in the
case of the parks subgroup, only if the germs level was
marked by language. This suggests that perceived
structure is not simply determined by how things are in the
world but rather that perceived structure is 8uided by
language. Categorization models can and sbould be applied
to these observations.

The third experiment demonstrated a remarkable
convergence across cultures with respect to rank and
privilege. Specifa~Mly, the folkgeneric (roughly genus)
level appeared to be psychologically privileged for both
knowledgeable Maya infmmants and undergraduates who
have much less direct contact with biological kinds. Note
that these findings also converge with our observations on
tree experts whose reasoning was strongly influenced by
genus-level matches, particularly when shared genus was
marked by language. Although on the surface these results
appear to support a "su’ucuu~ in the wodd" framework, we
believe that they me most consistent with the idea that they
are driven by language and expectations. As we have seen,
the idea of percepnm! similarity does not seem capable of
simultaneously explaining Rosch’s categorization results
and our reasoning results. But it’s equally clear that ideas

about presumption of essence and expectations remain
speculative in the absence of a body of evidence associated
with more precise ixedictims. We also need oross-culmral
measmus of privilege that are mote perceptually-oriented.

Although findings that hold across tree experts,
undergraduntes and Guatemala Maya may have tile air of
uulvemdity, t~t inductive leap my be premature. For
example, we are currently studying ecologists and the
sU’umm’e of biological cnmmunides seem~ to have a lot of
acticm at the species level. For example, the Burr Oak
plays a very different role from that of other oaks fomd in
the Savannah. It may be thnt ecologists will privilege the
species level rather than genus. One should also note that
horticulturists focus attention ca the varietal level and
perhaps their inductions would be even more narrowly
cousuained.

At this point one might even worry that the key uotiou
of a basic, privileged level is suspect. It is not a large step
from the idea of multiple privileged levels or diffment
levels being privileged for different conceptual functions to
the conclusion that there the very idea of basic or
privileged level is not useful. We believe, however, that
despair should not be the response to the first indicatiou
that categoriTA~ou i~aciples might not be as parsimonious
as oae might wish. Indeed there am fascinating questions
that remain to be asked and answered concemin8 expsnise,
developinl~tt, 8nd cultural ~milm’ilios and diff.’ency. For
example, there is clear evidence that infants learning
names for things have clear expectatious concerning the
extensions of category labels ( see Waxman, 1994 for 
review). But the question remains whether American
infants me surprised to find that things as different as
robins and Spmrows ere both typically called "birds" or are
Maya infants ~ ~ things as ~m|lm" as Robhut
Sparrows have different names? Or arc infants from both
cultures ready for eltherpossibility? When we m’e able to
answe~ questions such as this we will be in a much betl~r
position to undersmed the roles of similarity and themies
in the development rand expression of conceptual behavior.
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